
Estate Planning for Firearms

 A new tool can help gun owners and family members plan ahead for safe firearm
use and transfers in the event of disability or death: The Firearm Life Plan, created
by researchers at the University of Colorado and the Rocky Mountain Regional VA
Medical Center in Denver.

Think of it as advance care planning for guns — a way for someone to describe what
they want to have happen to their firearms should they die or become physically or
cognitively disabled and unable to use them responsibly.

The goal is to prevent accidental injuries that can result if older gun owners forget to
store firearms safely, their hearing and vision are impaired, they become seriously
depressed, or a medical condition such as arthritis prevents them from handling
firearms adeptly. Another goal is to ensure that firearms are transferred safely to
responsible new owners when the need arises.

For an article describing this resource, please see: Idaho Capital Sun Article.

For more information, visit: The Firearm Life Plan.
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https://idahocapitalsun.com/2022/05/02/advance-care-planning-for-guns-owners-can-help-ensure-safe-use-and-transfer-of-weapons/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=5074a2c7-eba0-413d-986c-6a49350b8451
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Court Rules that Same Sex Parent can Move Forward with Discrimination Suit
Against the State of Idaho

In an important step in securing equal rights for same-sex couples, a federal court
ruled yesterday that an unmarried, lesbian mother can continue her fight to be
recognized as the parent daughter.
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ILAS receives funds to help seniors from Idaho National Laboratory

IDAHO LEGAL AID RECEIVES $1,440 GRANT Idaho National Laboratory, on behalf…
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